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Whisk Together:
refine trends

First:

Add:
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combined decades
of experience
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throughout the
year

ongoing client
success

always research
be mindful of the
changing world
around us

Then: bake until delicious

great
relationships
diverse areas of
expertise

Here’s some food for thought:
If there are any silver linings to what 2020 brought us, creativity is certainly one of them. The ways we
consume information, how we share it, and how we stay connected are constantly changing – presenting
brands and communicators with new opportunities to engage with their audiences.
At Mindful Kreative, our mission of providing a creative, customized approach to all we do means staying
ahead of the latest industry trends. This year, with many of us spending more time in our kitchens, we felt it
appropriate to “cook up” these trends and serve them in delicious, bite-sized nuggets of information. Here’s
to hoping for a “sweet” 2021!
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1. Social Awareness
The year 2020 gave us many reasons to stand
behind a cause: a pandemic, re-energized social
justice movement, contentious presidential election
and widespread environmental disasters. These
challenges have presented brands with a moral
obligation to take a stance – and get behind a
cause, for good.
To compete with “cancel culture,” it’s necessary that
brands align themselves with the changing values
of their consumers. In fact, consumers expect them
to. According to a report from Kantar Monitor, 68%
of consumers expect brands to be clear about their
values, especially for Gen Z and Millennials.

Facebook rolled out $100 million in grants
to small businesses in March 2020.
(Source: Mother.ly)

According to data from
Postmates, orders from
Black-owned restaurants
increased by five times.
(Source: Postmates)

“Consumers strongly
believe that a brand
should operate
according to its values
and proactively make
the world a better
place.”
(Source: Brandwatch
Qriously)

“Taking a stand is seen as a moral
obligation for brands. Consumers will buy
or boycott based on a brand’s response
(or lack thereof).” (Source: Merkle)

Who Got it Right:
Ben & Jerry’s is widely recognized as a brand that “gets
it right” when it comes to speaking out on issues ranging
from white supremacy to the gender pay gap. Here, they
leverage their following and influence to educate about
Juneteenth and racial justice.
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2. Short-Form Video
Communications 101 says that to capture an
audience’s attention, short and sweet is key. This
also applies to video. The pandemic has caused
boredom levels to rise and has restrained our ability
to travel and experience new things – making way
for short-form video scrolling and remixing to reach
peak levels. For brands, this means one word:
engagement.
In 2020, Gen Z claimed TikTok as its preferred
platform for video posting and consumption; users
spend an average of 45 minutes a day on the
platform. Instagram has followed TikTok’s lead and
unveiled Instagram Reels in August 2020. Just like
TikTok, Reels allows you to record and edit short,
15-second videos. YouTube also launched its own
short-form video tool called Shorts in fall 2020.

Advertising spend on
online video is up 114%
since 2014. (Source:
Forrester)

Short-form video
“remixing” is making way
for a new form of UGC
curation: brands are
providing templates for
users as a starting point to
create their own content
as original forms of selfexpression. (Source:
Hubspot/Talkwalker)

Gen Z’s attention span is about 8 seconds,
while that of Millennials lasts about 12
seconds. (Source: Oberlo)

Who Got it Right:
In November 2020, Chipotle launched its #ChipotleRoyalty TikTok
challenge. How it works: users post a video on TikTok explaining why their
order is “the best” for a chance to win $10k. The brand partnered with
mega-YouTube influencer David Dobrik on this campaign.
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3. Fostering Online Communities
Online communities have been around for years, but now
more than ever, communicators are really seeing the potential
for tapping into their key audiences. The demand is there:
one in five (23%) people globally say they’ve turned to online
communities for stress management during the pandemic.
Live videos on social are nothing new, but consumers are now
seeing these as exciting social interactions – and brands are
seizing upon this tactic as a way to connect directly with their
consumers, with the pandemic limiting face-to-face interactions.
These opportunities build brand loyalty and community among
audiences, while providing an “exclusive” opportunity for loyal
consumers and boosting the time spent with a brand's content.
While the organic reach on Facebook is now just over 5%,
Facebook Groups are exploding as a way for dedicated “fans”
to engage with likeminded consumers around a product or
brand. In October 2020, Facebook rolled out new group
features to allow brands and consumers to engage in more
ways, including prompts and Q+As.

Over 1.8 billion people
use Facebook Groups.
(Source: Facebook)

Usage of Facebook
Live increased by
26.8% year-overyear in Q2 2020 and
will likely continue
into 2021. (Source:
Socialbakers)

Who Got it Right:
While Instant Pot has 267,000 Facebook followers, the
kitchen appliance brand’s Facebook group has 2.9 million
members with 10,000 posts every 30 days of recipes,
questions and more.
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4. Love Thy Self: Health, Wellness
and Cleanliness
In the past year, we have never had more time to devote to ourselves, the
cleanliness of our homes, and our personal well-being – and we’ve never
needed to more. Eighty percent of U.S. adults say they will be practicing
self-care more regularly due to COVID-19 and 64% say they are putting an
emphasis on their mental health due to the pandemic.
Brands are taking notice, like clean beauty brands, playing into the “healthy
and clean” ideas of self care. Others, like Revlon and their #ButItHelps
campaign, are highlighting the need for self-care in the era of COVID-19.
It’s also becoming a priority for companies shaping their workplace. Over
the last few years, 66% of employers say they have broadened their health
and wellness initiatives, and 79% of U.S. employers say they offer a wellness
program.

The #selfcare hashtag
has been used over 23.4
million times on Instagram.
(Source: NBC News)

92% of Americans say they use
disinfectants on surfaces in their homes.
(Source: American Cleaning Institute)

Google Search Trends showed a 250%
increase in self-care related searches from
2019 to 2020. (Source: ASD Marketweek)

Who Got it Right:
In 2020, we helped our client eFinancial | Fidelity Life launch a company-wide wellness initiative and hydration challenge,
that included sending each employee a branded water bottle and instructions to a challenge that encouraged healthy
habits for staying hydrated. This also went hand-in-hand with a campaign for the company’s health care benefits open
enrollment period that also stressed a “Wellness Journey” and the importance of having great health care benefits.
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5. Transparency: Not Just a Trend, but a Must
When the pandemic hit, virtually every business had to implement new policies, practices and safety measures – and had
to work quickly to make it happen. Eighty-six percent of Americans say transparency from businesses is more important
than ever before. And keeping an audience or community informed of what’s going on “behind the scenes” that affects
them is a key component of a strong communications strategy.
Another facet to brand transparency is directly tied to
another Mindful Kreative trend for 2021: social awareness.
In response to the death of George Floyd in Minneapolis
this summer, brands began speaking out on social justice
issues in more unambiguous terms than ever, supporting
the Black Lives Matter movement and other diversity,
equity and inclusion initiatives. Sixty percent of people
say how a brand responds to racial justice protest will
influence whether they buy or boycott a brand in the
future, while the same percentage say brands should take
steps to address the causes of racial inequality. Proactive,
transparent actions against racism come with some risk,
but most likely will be rewarded with consumer loyalty.

Transparency from the
very top matters, mainly
due to the power of social
media. 63% of people say
CEOs who have their own
social profiles are better
representatives for their
companies than CEOs
who do not. (Source:
Sprout Social)

Several big-name
corporations, such
as Whole Foods,
have initiated “wage
transparency” by
publishing the average
pay for different positions
at the company on their
website as a means
of motivation. (Source:
CNBC)

Who Got it Right:
Juneteenth, which commemorates the end of slavery in the United States, set the stage for organizations to advocate for
social justice. Locally, Mindful Kreative worked with Mainstay Life Services on a statement committed to its mission to serve
all people with developmental disabilities.
Mindful Kreative’s longtime client Gateway Health also recognized the commemoration as a company holiday and
encouraged its more than 1,000 associates to support the Black community. As June 19, 2021, approaches, consumers will be
expecting a sustained commitment and substantive actions.
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6. Personalization
For some, personalized marketing may seem a little
creepy. There’s even a mall in London that scans the
crowds and uses facial recognition to determine age,
sex and even moods of its shoppers. But there’s an
opportunity, if done correctly, to win over customers in a
big way that keeps them coming back for more.
Using personalization tactics, in 2021, we’ll see more
brands focus on the customer journey and less on the
actual product. And in doing so, brands will become more
conversational, strive for authenticity and become more
socially responsible by engaging in topics like politics,
mental health, inclusivity and social justice.
AR and VR try-on options are also becoming more popular
as a way to make the experience more personalized
– giving brands new opportunities to connect with
consumers before they commit to buying and gives them
a sense of immediacy. This will become more prevalent in
our everyday lives, with less foot traffic in physical stores
due to the pandemic.

The shift to a more personalized
experience will be especially important
to Generations Z and Alpha – two of the
largest socially conscious audiences.
(Source: Pixlee)

59% of buyers welcome
personalized product
recommendations.
(Source: Shopify)

Gone are the
robotic chat bots.
Using AI, they’re a
key component of
personalization –
and being used to
communicate on
a relatable level
with users seeking
assistance while online.
(Source: Hubspot/
Talkwalker)

Who Got it Right:
Shutterfly is a brand that capitalizes on personalization. When a user signs up for an account and gives them access to their
photos, Shutterfly takes the liberty of imposing the user’s images right onto their products. Talk about bringing your products
to life in a personalized way and making the process even more convenient for the customer.
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7. Back to Basics: Going
“Old School” in Tough Times
If the past has taught us anything in the world of marketing, in times
of uncertainly, people want to remember the good old days and go
back to basics. Consumer behavior during the pandemic was no
different.

Google saw a spike in
searches for “bread”
during the start of the
pandemic. (Source:
Eater)

When the pandemic hit, consumers craved nostalgic products from
their youth such as Pop Tarts, SpaghettiOs, Easy Cheese and canned
soup. According to the New York Times, sales of Campbell’s Soup
soared 59% early on in the pandemic, and Conagra stocked up on
the entire Chef Boyardee line to try to keep up with demand.
This back-to-basics mentality doesn’t only apply to food: old school,
yet tried and true communication tactics are thriving. Podcasts
and newsletters, for example, may seem like dated and less
sophisticated tactics, but they are easy to develop and consume.
According to Podcast Insights, around 104 million people in the
United States listened to at least one podcast in the last month and
54% of those listeners say that they consider buying products or
services mentioned in those podcasts. We are also seeing a rise
in “voice” functions like voice notes, voice searches and voice
Tweets over text, which up until recently was the more preferred
communication method.

milk

“Connecting with positive
memories from the past helps
people disconnect from their
current struggles. Connect that
positive memory to your brand
and that sense of positivity will
build an emotional relationship
with your consumer. You made
them feel good, therefore
they associate your brand
as a good brand.” (Source:
Hubspot/Talkwalker)

Around the start of the pandemic, mentions of
keywords associated with nostalgia or the past
surged from a baseline of around 13M mentions
to 24.4M (+88%). (Source: Hubspot/Talkwalker)

Who Got it Right:
In August 2020, Airbnb posted the world’s last-standing Blockbuster store as
a limited-time rental opportunity, giving potential vacationers a blast from the
past and a dream location for a “90s-themed sleepover.” The campaign blew
up on social media, with over 14 thousand retweets.
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8. All Things Streaming
Gone are the days where streaming is only associated
with binging TV shows and movies. It’s impacting the way
marketers and communicators strategize and allocate their
advertising budgets. It’s predicted that ad spend on online
video will rise to $61 billion by 2021.
With the average U.S. adult spending nearly four hours
on their phone every day, it is estimated that 100 of those
minutes may be spent watching video this year.
Livestreaming apps like Twitch are also growing in popularity
with as many as 6.5 million monthly streamers. Facebook
and Instagram Live also continue to grow in popularity
for the general use and marketers. Instagram Live usage
increased by 70% during the pandemic and there have
been over 2 billion live streams viewed on Facebook.

Netflix is still the
streaming king, with
195.5 million subscribers
worldwide. (Source:
Statista)

80% of U.S. Consumers are now paying
for streaming video services; it was 73%
before the pandemic. (Source: Deloitte)

Who Got it Right:
With social distancing requirements putting a halt to in person gatherings, we’ve had to get Kreative in the way that
fundraising events are held for our client, Mainstay Life Services. Annual raffle events that are usually in person turned into
Facebook Live events. Instead of hosting events, names and raffle tickets have been drawn via Facebook Live where people
can tune in to see if they won, and the livestream can also be posted to the social media pages to watch back later.
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9. Influencer Marketing: TikTok
Enters the State of Play
This year, two major players shaking up influencer marketing tactics: Twitch
and TikTok. Two main reasons for TikTok's increasing popularity are its
creative, bite-sized 15-second videos and their algorithm. TikTok influencers
are skilled in shooting and editing videos that are both entertaining and
creative.
More generally speaking, instead of focusing more on the number of
followers an influencer has, brands are now more interested in the level of
engagement bloggers have with their audience and how closely the blog
aligns with their brand and target demographics. Small but strong followings
tend to have higher engagement levels, and brands are finding it easier to
connect with micro influencers over macro because they create their own
content and manage their own accounts.

		

chips

TikTok’s algorithm
can allow accounts
with a low following
to have content that
goes viral overnight creating an opportunity
for influencers to
garner millions of
views for brands they
partner with. (Source:
Thinkshift)

Brands will spend up to $15 billion
on influencer marketing by 2022.
(Source: Business Insider)

Over the last several years, Mindful Kreative has established long-standing
relationships with countless macro and micro influencers and we’re finding
that micro influencers are yielding higher engagement levels, developing
content that is more authentic and overall generating a higher ROI.

Who Got it Right:
Pringles launched a wildly successful TikTok campaign, “Pop, Play, Eat,” in April 2020. The brand
teamed up with TikTok influencers to share creative ways to have fun with the can to encourage
others to share (leveraging the ever-powerful user-generated content). The campaign got over a
billion TikTok users to engage with Pringles, had a 13% average engagement rate and generated
over 343,000 videos.
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10. Gamification
When the pandemic hit, many turned to games as an
escape from reality, and companies seized upon the
opportunity to get creative in reaching their audiences.
The World Health Organization (WHO) and the video
game industry even partnered during the pandemic
with the #PlayApartTogether campaign to encourage
people to connect online, instead of in person, when
social distancing became the new norm.

87% of employees say gamification
makes them more productive.
(Source: Finances Online)

Aside from the pandemic, analysts have found that
main factors driving the growth of this trend include
rewards and recognition of employees to boost
workplace engagement, high-value incentives to
returning customers and yielding higher ROI.
Brands from Estee Lauder to Duo Lingo have created
online games to promote their products and engage
customers, many using AR and VR to personalize the
experience.

72% of marketers find
interactive content, like
games, to be successful
at converting visitors
to customers, and 88%
plan to switch 10-30%
of their content to be
interactive. (Source:
Optinmonster)

COVID contributed to a 39% increase in
monthly spend for video games. (Source:
Simon-Kucher & Partners)

Who Got it Right:
At Mindful Kreative, we helped implement gamification into a company values campaign for our client eFinancial | Fidelity Life.
Poker chips were used as currency in exchange for exemplifying the company values of being a team player, doing good in
their communities, etc. Employees nominate each other for going above and beyond and those who are nominated receive
poker chips that can be turned in for prizes. This creates a fun and engaging way to encourage employees to follow the
company values – making it a win-win for everyone!
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In Closing
As we learned in 2020, our world is constantly
changing. Keeping these trends in mind,
we’ll never stop learning, researching and
implementing best practices to help you and
your brand achieve success. This year, we are
so excited to continue to partner with you and
create innovative forms of communication that
drive your business goals.

MindfulKreative.com

